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Abstract

This research work forms the first part of a long-term project

designed to provide a framework for facilitating hearing aids

tuning. The present study focuses on the setting up of automatic

measures of speech intelligibility for the recognition of isolated

words and sentences. Both materials were degraded in order to

simulate presbycusis effects on speech perception. Automatic

measures based on an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)

system were applied to an audio corpus simulating the effects

of presbycusis at nine severity stages. The results are compared

to reference intelligibility scores collected from 60 French lis-

teners. The aim of this system being to produce measures as

close as possible to human behaviour, good performances were

achieved since strong correlations between subjective and ob-

jective scores are observed.

Index Terms: Presbycusis simulation, Speech intelligibility

metric, Automatic speech recognition.

1. Introduction

Age-related hearing loss – or presbycusis – refers to a pro-

gressive, bilateral and rather symmetrical sensorineural hearing

loss occurring in people aged 50 and over. Its consequences

on speech perception may greatly impact listeners’ ability to

communicate, especially in noisy environments [1]. In order

to measure this effect in individuals and to tune hearing aids

accordingly, speech intelligibility tests are often used as a com-

plement to pure tone audiometry. They usually consist in the

audio presentation of lists of words and/or sentences; the lis-

tener has to repeat or write down what he/she heard. Precision

scores (percentage of correct words/sentences) are eventually

computed [2]. Speech intelligibility tests have three main dis-

advantages:

1. They are rather tedious. In addition to a proper audio

equipment, they require the presence of one or several

jury members for the validation of the answers and the

computation of scores (which often remains manual).

2. The linguistic material is often limited to isolated words

lists. Recent studies suggest that word intelligibility

scores resulting from such tasks are poorly correlated

with the performances of listeners processing sentences

in a particular context [3, 4].

3. In the case of presbycusis, the interpretation of speech

reception scores is not straightforward for aged subjects

who may suffer from cognitive troubles also interfering

with their ability to understand speech.

In order to cope with these issues, the long-term goal of

this research work is to create a framework for providing objec-

tive and automatic measures ranging from words intelligibility

to sentences comprehensibility scores, by means of Automatic

Speech Recognition (ASR). Similar approaches have been con-

ducted in order to evaluate motor speech production disorders

and their consequences on communication [5, 6]. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first study dealing with the prediction

of intelligibility scores within the case of a hearing trouble.

This present work concentrates on the comparison of sub-

jective and automatic measures of speech intelligibility during

recognition of a) isolated words and b) sentences in French,

both materials being degraded in order to simulate presbycusis

effects at nine severity stages (see section 2). This material was

used to collect reference intelligibility scores from 60 French

listeners (see section 3). In order to generate automatic scores,

an ASR system was tuned (see section 4).

The main motivation of our study, and its novelty, is not to

improve automatic speech recognition results but to stay close

from the tendencies observed in the human scores. To reach

this goal, different ways to model word sequences were used.

Results, in the form of descriptive curves and correlation scores,

are presented in section 6 and discussed in section 7.

2. Simulation of presbycusis

Two main methods are used to simulate presbycusis [7]. One

is to use steady noise such as white noise to mask speech and

therefore reduce its audibility; however this method is not ap-

plicable to severe losses because an unbearable level of noise

presentation would be required [1]. The other method consists

in reproducing the three main typical effects of presbycusis:

• reduced audibility – especially in high frequencies. To

simulate this effect, thresholds in several frequency

bands are elevated according to the subject’s audiogram.

• reduced frequency selectivity can be simulated by a

spectral smearing algorithm [8].

• loudness recruitment. Due to a reduction of the intensity

dynamic in the inner ear, the subject perceives intensity

changes in an excessive way and becomes progressively

intolerant to loud noises. Raising the signal envelope can

be used to simulate loudness recruitment [9].

To create a speech corpus simulating the effects of presby-

cusis on speech perception, three speakers (a 12 year-old fe-

male child, a 47 year-old female adult and a 46 male adult)

were recorded in an audiometric booth with an omnidirectional



Sennheiser MD46 microphone and a TASCAM DM-3200 mix-

ing console. Each speaker read aloud 70 words and 70 sentences

extracted from lists widely used by French audiologists: disyl-

labic word lists originating from [10] and French version of the

Hearing in Noise Test – HINT [11]. For each list three listeners

adjusted the level of each item (word or sentence) by comparing

it with a reference item; at last the mean gain set by the three

listeners was applied on the original audio files.

The algorithms, described in [12], simulate reduced audi-

bility, frequency selectivity as well as loudness recruitment.

These processes depend on the severity of the trouble to be

simulated, which is represented by an audiogram indicating the

hearing loss dB values for 15 frequencies ranging from 125 Hz

to 16 kHz. In order to represent different severity grades cor-

responding to typical losses in presbycusis, nine typical audio-

gram values have been calculated by averaging audiometric data

collected by [13] on 3753 subjects (see table 1).

Speech stimuli were processed by applying filters corre-

sponding to the nine audiogram values. To limit the number

of variables, and since loudness recruitment evolution can vary

greatly in individuals [1], its simulation was set to only one con-

dition. To this purpose the envelops of speech signals have been

raised to the power of 2, which corresponds to the simulation of

a moderate hearing loss. In [12] the spectral smearing algo-

rithm depends on the severity grade to be simulated; to this end

the severity grade is defined as a function of the subject’s mean

loss in dB for frequencies ranging from 2 kHz to 8 kHz. The

nine degradation algorithms have been applied to the 140 origi-

nal speech stimuli, resulting in 1260 final stimuli.

3. Subjective measures

Sixty listeners aged from 18 to 30 years old participated in intel-

ligibility tests prior to this study [14, 15]. All participants were

native French speakers, and did not suffer from any hearing loss

superior to 15 dB, on average, between 2 kHz and 8 kHz. Thirty

listeners participated in a word intelligibility test and the other

half participated in a sentence intelligibility test (i.e., repetition

of disyllabic words and sentences materials presented in pre-

vious section). For both tests, listeners were placed in an au-

diometric booth, sitting at approximately 3 feet away from two

Tannoy Precision 6D loudspeakers. Participants were first fa-

miliarized with the procedure by listening a set of 10 items, and

were then asked to repeat 60 stimuli: 54 stimuli degraded fol-

lowing the nine conditions exposed in section 2 and 6 original

stimuli. The degradation conditions were distributed among the

participants, and stimuli were presented in a random order.

Participants’ responses have been recorded and transcribed,

in order to be later compared with the output of the ASR sys-

tems described in next section.

4. ASR systems description

All automatic measures were obtained from ASR systems based

on Sphinx-3 [16] distributed by Carnegie Mellon University.

4.1. Acoustic models and speaker adaptation

Acoustic models used in this study have been made available

by the Laboratoire d’Informatique de l’Université du Maine

(LIUM) for speech recognition in French language [17, 18].

They were trained on the basis of French radio broadcasts [19],

under the form of continuous models consisting of 5725

context-dependent states (senones) with 22 gaussian mixtures

per state. Acoustic models include 35 phones as well as five

kinds of pauses, and are meant to process 16 kHz speech sam-

ples using a PLP feature extraction [20].

In the training corpus male speakers were more represented

than female and child speakers [21]). The ASR system was

therefore likely to present better results with speech stimuli

recorded by the male speaker. To check this hypothesis, the sys-

tem performances were first observed with a lexicon restricted

to the 60 dissyllabic words included in the lists. As expected,

stimuli recorded by the male speaker are better recognized than

stimuli recorded by the two other speakers (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Word recognition scores per speaker using the LIUM

ASR and a vocabulary limited to the words from the stimuli

As a consequence, the first step of this present work was to

adapt the system to the speakers. To this end the vocal tract

length normalization (VTLN) technique [22] was used. The

VTLN supposes a linear relationship between the vocal tract

length of the speaker and formant areas; following this idea, nu-

merous research works have been devoted to the determination

of the best frequency warping factor λ maximizing the likeli-

hood of the phones produced by a speaker:

λ = argmaxP (O|X,λk) (1)

X being the observation and k the index of the k-th fre-

quency warping factor considered. The inverse linear function

(y = x

λ
) implemented in Sphinx-3 was used. Different val-

ues for λ were tested and the corresponding recognition scores

were observed. Figure 2 presents word recognition results for

isolated disyllabic words, with λ varying from 0.4 to 4.0. Poly-

nomial regression equations have been calculated in order to de-

termine the best warping factor for each speaker. For the male

speaker λ = 1.0 (i.e., no adaptation is necessary) and for fe-

male and child speakers the optimal λ values are respectively

1.84 and 2.24.

4.2. Lexicon and Language models

In order to generate recognition scores for both isolated words

and sentences, the trigram language model set up by the

LIUM [17, 18] has been used. In addition to this baseline

model, two other models have been specifically generated:

• for isolated words lists, a bigram language model was

created to take into account the lexical and phonolog-

ical characteristics of the target stimuli and extend the

lexical coverage of the word hypotheses. Each stimulus

consisting of a definite article and a noun beginning with



Table 1: Degradation level, theoretical age (years) and mean hearing loss values (dB), with associated severity grades

Degradation Th. Age 125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 750Hz 1kHz 1.5kHz 2kHz 3kHz 4kHz 6kHz 8kHz Severity

1 60 12 12 12 12 13 16 20 29 36 42 45 Mild
2 66.25 15 15 15 15 16 20 25 35 43 49 55 Moderate
3 72.5 18 18 19 20 21 26 31 42 50 57 64 Moderate
4 78.75 22 22 24 25 27 32 37 48 56 64 71 Moderate
5 85 27 28 30 32 34 40 45 54 62 70 77 Severe
6 91.25 32 34 37 40 43 48 53 61 68 77 81 Severe
7 97.5 39 41 46 50 53 59 62 67 73 83 84 Severe
8 103.75 46 50 56 61 65 70 72 73 78 88 84 Severe
9 110 55 60 68 74 78 83 83 80 82 90 83 Severe
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Figure 2: Mean recognition scores as a function of VTLN warp-

ing factor

a consonant (e.g. le vacher, [l@vaSe]), a list of 15146

masculine nouns was used. To reflect the frequency of

these forms, the frequencies values defined by [23] and

available in the database Lexique 3.81 were also used.

• for sentence materials, the LIUM system was used with

its 62k-word lexicon and with a reduced lexicon limited

to the words included in the 60 sentences (namely 366

words). A finite-state grammar was also defined to repre-

sent all the lexico-syntactic structures present in the sen-

tences. These structures are not syntactically complex:

each sentence is constituted by a single assertive clause

describing an action or a state (e.g. le chien dormait de-

hors, “The dog was sleeping outside”).

To clarify the results, all the system configurations used in

this study are associated with codes given in table 2.

5. Subjective and automatic scoring

Concerning subjective measures only percent of correct words

were considered. As usually observed in literature, words re-

peated with at least one phoneme different from the initial stim-

ulus were marked as incorrect.

On the other hand, several automatic measures were con-

sidered. The first measure is equivalent to the subjective one

1http://www.lexique.org

Table 2: Codes for language models used in this study

Language model Code

LIUM system with 62k words lexicon LIUM-62K
LIUM system with restricted lexicon LIUM-RES-LEX

Bigrams (Det + N) with Lexique 3.8 freq. BIG-DET-N
Finite-State Grammar FSG

giving the percentage of words correctly recognized by the sys-

tem. Along with this, two measures of phonological distances

between stimuli and ASR system’s outputs were considered:

• Levenshtein distance [24]. It can be used to count the

minimal number of operations – in terms of symbols ad-

dition, deletion or substitution – that are needed to trans-

form a string a in another string b. As an example, the

distance between the phonemes sequences /p@ti/ (petit)

and /apeti/ (apétit) equals 2, since transforming /p@ti/

into /apeti/ requires two operations: 1) the addition of

phoneme /a/ and 2) the substitution of /@/ by /e/;

• Weighted Levenshtein distance (referred to as WL dis-

tance below). The weighting is performed depending on

the phonological nature of substituted phonemes. This

measure takes into account the fact that two phonemes

can be more or less close, depending on the number of

distinctive features that they share. In the WL distance

calculation, the cost of the substitution of a consonant by

another one is equal to the ratio of distinctive features

they share together (in the present work the features pre-

sented in [25] were considered). For example, replace-

ment of the phone /p/ by /b/ has a cost of 0.125 since

only 1 feature over 8 distinguishes these two phonemes

– namely, the voicing feature. The same calculation is

carried out for the substitution of vowels. The cost of the

substitution of a consonant by a vowel – and conversely

– is maximum, that is equal to 1.

These two distances have been normalized as a function of

the number of phonemes constituting each stimulus.

6. Results

6.1. Human scores

Table 3 shows mean subjective intelligibility scores (% recog-

nized words) for both isolated disyllabic words and sentences

stimuli. Intelligibility scores globally follow the same tenden-

cies, although a slightly more pronounced ceiling effect can be

observed in the sentence repetition task.



Table 3: Human scores

% recognized words (standard deviation)

Degradation Isolated words Sentences

1 97.8 (14.8) 98.9 (8.9)
2 97.8 (14.8) 97.7 (8.3)
3 92.2 (26.9) 98.6 (7.5)
4 91.1 (28.6) 96.3 (9.1)
5 84.4 (36.4) 86.8 (23.7)
6 70.0 (46.0) 69.0 (37.0)
7 32.2 (46.9) 32.1 (37.3)
8 1.1 (10.5) 1.9 (6.9)
9 0 (0) 0 (0)

6.2. Automatic scores

Figure 3 illustrates automatic word recognition scores with the

LIUM-62k vs. with BIG-DET-N configurations. A better cor-

relation with human scores is found when using BIG-DET-N

instead of LIUM-62k (.89 vs. .83, respectively). For this reason

phonological distances between stimuli and the ASR system

outputs have been calculated using BIG-DET-N. Best correla-

tion with human scores is found with WL distances (r = −.95),

correlation with Levenshtein distance being slightly weaker

(r = −.94). Also, it can be observed from figure 3 that all

recognition scores drop quite rapidly when passing from degra-

dation condition 4 to 5.
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Figure 3: Results for automatic recognition of isolated words

Figure 4 represents automatic word recognition scores with

LIUM-62k, LIUM-RES-LEX and FSG configurations. The

use of a FSG leads to a greater correlation with human scores

(r = .97) than with LIUM-RES-LEX (r = .95) or LIUM-

62k (r = .87). As a consequence phonological distances be-

tween stimuli and the ASR system output have been calculated

using FSG. A higher correlation with human scores is found

with Levenshtein distances (r = −.97) than with WL Distance

(r = −.94). As for isolated word scores, important drops can

be observed at degradation 5.

7. Discussion and future work

As a main result of this study, strong correlations were observed

between automatic and human speech recognition scores when

dealing with stimuli simulating presbycusis at various sever-

ity grades, indicating that automatic measures designed for this

task closely follow subjective scores tendencies. Nevertheless,
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Figure 4: Results for automatic recognition of sentences

differences between the ASR system performances and human

scores could be observed. In particular, the abrupt drops in auto-

matic scores for degradation 5 were not found in human scores.

These drops may be related to the severity steps defined in the

algorithm of [12]: passing from degradation 4 to 5 is equivalent

to passing from a moderate to a severe hearing loss simulation

(see table 1), and implies the application of spectral smearing in

a more marked way: at each severity step formant peaks become

less marked, and the ASR system may have a sudden greater

difficulty in processing speech stimuli. This would explain why

a small drop can also be noticed in the automatic scores when

passing from degradation 1 to degradation 2, which implies an

increase in severity grade (from mild to moderate).

Because these drops are not observed in human scores, it

may be hypothesized that listeners manage to cope with this

loss of information thanks to top-down cognitive processes, i.e.,

making use of higher representations. In [8] a similar behav-

ior in participants was observed: results showed that spectral

smearing has no significant effect on speech intelligibility in

the absence of noise; on the contrary, spectral smearing reduces

significantly speech intelligibility in noise. To better reflect hu-

man scores in silent conditions, a solution could be to train the

ASR system in order to make it less sensitive to spectral smear-

ing. The observations made by [8] reinforce our aim to conduct

the same kind of study with speech stimuli diffused in noise.

Along with the study of prediction of speech intelligibility

in noise, future work will focus on the prediction of sentences

comprehension, that is, interpretation of sentences by listen-

ers. For collecting subjective measures a matching task between

sentences from French version of HINT and images illustrating

the sentences and other sentences with lexico-syntactic ambi-

guities is envisaged. Also, the possibility of directly measure

comprehension through listeners’ response to oral commands,

such as in [3] is considered. On the automatic side, work will

be concentrated on the recognition of keywords that help listen-

ers to resolve syntactic or lexical ambiguities.
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